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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 get out william snapped bella  __________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words.  

 Draw something that is messy:

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Use two words from this list to make a compound word:  

 ball  /  clay  / glass  /  room   __________________________________________________

4.  Writing time! Write the colours of your school uniform: _______________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing consonants in the colours:   

                             ___ ___ e e ___             ___ ___ u e             ___ i ___ ___

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time in l5 minutes from now?  ______________________________________

7. Cut this picture of a crown in half:                                                         

8.  Draw the missing candles on the birthday cake if Marie is turning l4: 

 Complete the number sentence:  _________  +  _________  =  14                                                               

9.  Which object has a larger mass?                                                  _______________________              

10.  Thursday’s temperature was 38 degrees. Friday will be 5 degrees lower.  

 What will the temperature be on Friday?  ____________________________________________  

      

A B
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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 her hole family was going to her cousins wedding on sunday 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly from this list?       runn   /   seven   /   iz   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you remember the meaning of contractions to complete this question?  

 Can’t is a contraction for the words:  ______________________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a word from the box that is  

 similar to meal:                                                                                        _________________

5.  Write the correct ending:  The grass  ______________________________________________  

                      a) drove away in the car.     b) in the park was long.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? _________________ 

 Show this time on the clock face: a quarter past 2: 

7. Write how much money is shown:                                            __________________________  

 

8.  Did the triangle team earn an odd or even number of points? _____________ 

 What is the shape of the team with l4 points? ___________________________

 

 

9.  There are ________________________ blocks. 

10.  Melba has 478 stamps and Riley has l2l.  

 How many stamps do they have altogether?  ________________________________________  

 

above    narrow    listen    weep    dinner    below

20 9 6 14
Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house
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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 you can cook egs in many ways including fried boiled and scrambbled 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write one pronoun:  ______________________________________________________________

3. Write the pair of words that rhyme:    stand / clap     began / tan    _________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the word from the box that is the opposite  

 of soft:                                                                               ______________________________

5. Change c to w in the word could, write the new word:  _______________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 45 minutes ago?  _______________________________________________

7. Use your calculator to find the symbols used: 

 42 chairs in a line. l3 more were added. How many in total?    4 2     13     55

8.  Write the number before and after  

 the number in the circle: 

 

 

9.  Which day is lst August? ____________________________

10.  60 bricks were needed to go on 2 walls.   

 How many bricks needed for each wall?  

 ______________________________bricks.

508

rich    night    noisy    honest    hard
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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 people can hav blue brown grey or gren eyes      

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adverbs to complete this question?  

 Adverbs are words that modifies a verb, adjective or adv ________ rb. 

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its   

 meaning. Write -es on the end of pass. Write the new word in a sentence.  _____________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write two separate sentences to explain the homophones: 

 hair:   __________________________________________________________________________  

 hare:   __________________________________________________________________________

5. Finish this sentence with a letter that starts with G:  

 In my grandmother’s backyard she has a pretty  ________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 23 months = ____________ years ____________ months 

7. Write the number of flies beside each jar, then write if it is an even or odd number:

8.  Looking at the picture, are the clouds on the left or right side of the kite?  _______________

9.  Draw what this shape would look like if it was turned on its left side.

10.  How many wheels on three tricycles?  ______________________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 1 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 with grate speed she ran out of the classroom acros the oval and owt the gate   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at).  Write the correct preposition  

 into this sentence: The bakery is ____________________  (around  /  onto ) the corner.

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its 

  meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning: 

 To be rude, is to be:    rudely  /  impolite  /  disrude   _____________________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence: The hole in small. the ground was  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of things you might need at the supermarket:  ____________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l hour l5 minutes from now?  __________________________________

7. Doubles:                Near Doubles:                Double:                Near Double:

 
8.  Draw something that won’t happen tomorrow: 

9.  Which letter shows parallel lines? _________ 

10.  If a person had 3 dreams a night, how many dreams would that person have in 5 nights? 

 ____________________  Spell your answer:  __________________________________________

A B

Write  
another

Write  
another   6  

      6+ 
   6  
      5+ + + 
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 thats awesome 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write one noun that a phone would have:  __________________________________________

3. Write was or were to make the sentence correct:They ________ swimming in the ocean.

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write the word that fits ( a, an or the ):  

 We finished soccer and had  _______________________________________ drink of water.

5. What letter comes before M?  _____________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l hour 30 minutes ago? _________________________________________

7. 1 3 + 4 = _______   1 7 - 13 = _______    1 7 - 4 = _______    4 + 13 = _______

8.  9 = __________  +  __________ 

9.  Draw one thing (e.g. street sign, furniture) that matches this shape:

 

10. The take away shop had 496 boxes of biscuits to sell. In the months of January, February  
 and March they sold l25 boxes.  
 How many boxes of biscuits did they have left to sell? ________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the teachers staffroom was allways neet becourse their were no childrens toys  

 lying around ___________________________________________________________________     

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words.  

 Which verb does this picture show?   run   nap   sprint   __________ 

3. Write do, does or did on the line to make the sentence correct: 

  _____________________________________  Bob get a BMX for his birthday last week?

4.  What is the nearest meaning to the word tracksuit:  __________________________________  

                a) keeps you warm in winter     b) used to eat your food with

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                     _______________________________________________  

   

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? ___________________ 

 Write in words:      l0:00 ________________________          8:00 ________________________

7. How much money is shown?                    ____________________________________________           

8.  Class 2D has a fish tank. Many fish had laid eggs. 2D collected the data of hatched eggs: 

 Which day/s had an odd number of eggs hatch?  ____________________________________  

 Which day/s had an even number of eggs hatch?  ___________________________________

 
9.  These are cone shapes. Write a 2D shape you see in this picture: 

 __________________________________________________________

10.  What is the difference between ninety–five and sixty–three? ___________________________  

o s h o o k e u p
s t a i r s l w w q u i e t

h

x s

Tuesday

Wednesday

Monday

Thursday

Friday
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 you are wonderful students the teacher said with a huge smile  _________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. 

 Write an adjective then draw a picture to show 

  a _____________________________caterpillar.

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Write the word that is a compound word that you would find in an egg carton: 

    eggshell  /  bed  /  family   ___________________________________________________

4.  What is colour of your sport’s house?  _____________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U. Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.   

 Write the missing vowels in these words:   h ___ ___ s ___          s ___ n d        k n ___ w

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. What number do the MAB blocks show?  ___________________________________________    

 
 

8.  Write the number of objects in the box to complete the pattern:  

9.  Fill in the blank:  The ______________________________________  is bigger than a chair.

10.  My answer is l2. I doubled the number and added 4. What number did I start with?  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

What will  
this number  
be?
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Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 culd i help you cary those for bags      

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the word that is spelled correctly: 

 The  ___________________________  ( school / skool ) had a disco on Saturday night.

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the contraction for these words: would not  ___________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings.  

 Think of a word and write a word that is similar. Write each word below: 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the correct ending:   The football  ____________________________________________  

                                            a) was kicked.        b) yelled out to me.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many minutes in a quarter of an hour? ________________________________________

7. Which of these show half? _____________

8.  What number would the monkey land on if he jumped backward three spaces? _________ 

       6 1 8  6 1  378       9 16  222  483  950  1000  799

 
9.  Which object has a smaller mass?  __________________

10.  Does the mother hen have enough worms to  

 feed her babies equally?  ___________________________  

 Explain:  __________________________________________  

  __________________________________________________

B

A B C

A
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1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the cat quikly raced through the dore she wanted to come in from the rain to get  

 warm  _________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write a sentence with one pronoun included:  _______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Write two words that rhyme with coat:  _____________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Think of a word and write a word that is opposite. 

 Write each word:  ________________________________________________________________

5. Put a line through or write the word for the picture that doesn’t belong:  ________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours 30 minutes ago?  _______________________________________

7. Which animal is coming sixth in this race? 

 ______________________________________

8.  Draw 6 marbles. Using red and blue, make it impossible that a blue marble will be chosen:

 
 

9.  Which has the smaller volume? _______________

10.  Nina had 20 horses and 5 paddocks. How many horses can go equally into  each paddock? 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

Term 3 - Week 2 - Day 5

soccer ball netball sheep tennis ball

A B
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 chickens are birds but dont fly muche and emus cant fly at all 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverb is a word which modifies or adds meaning to a verb, adjective or adverb by 

 telling how, when, why or where a thing is done.  Write the adverb in this sentence: 

 The duckling was quickly following its mum across the busy road. ______________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its   

 meaning. Write -ing on the end of drop  (remember the rule):  _________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the homophone for  hair:  hare / where  _________

5. (Say the word).  Write on the line how many syllables/sounds you hear, then put these  

 words into alphabetical order:  ____________________________________________________  

 

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 2 hours 45 minutes from now? _________________________________

7. Use your calculator to write the symbols used:    38     14     52 

 38 birds on the wire and l4 more joined them. How many birds in total? _________________  

 

 8.   

9.  Say the calendar rhyme 5 times.

10.  There are 2l milk bottles on 3 steps. How many milk bottles to a step?  _________________

6 9 7  
1 0 2+ 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

train baby bulldozer

Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have September April, June and November.  All 

the rest have 3l except for February alone, which has 28 

days clear but 29 days in each leap year.
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 hey you  _______________________________________________________________________   

2. Can you remember what a preposition is? Write the preposition you see: 

 Down the road ran the naughty boy.   __________________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its   

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning: 

 To take a cover off:     recover   /   uncover   /   uncoverable    _____________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:    the to write a white paper note. 

 Mason used  _______________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of things you might need to go fishing:  __________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Lucy read her book 2 hours on Monday, 3 and a half hours on Wednesday and three  

 quarters of an hour on Friday. How many hours did Lucy read for?  ___________________

7. Write the odd numbers that you see in this picture:  

         _______________________________________________

8.  How many birthdays altogether in January, July and December? _____________________  

 Which is your favourite month? ______________ Why?_________________________________  

9.  Draw what this shape would look like flipped:

10.  How much money is shown in the picture?                  $ _______________________________  

 If 50 cents was spent, how much change would there be? $ ___________________________

Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 2

60 62 90 4 8
978669132

Class Birthdays
January February March April May June

July August September October November December
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 in june im going to get a new bike replied charlie  ______________________________   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals  

 or things. Draw a noun you would find at the circus:

3. Write has or have into the sentence to make it correct.  

 You ______________ strawberry jam on your shirt.

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  

 Write these words in the box below with the correct article: plane / elephant / shop

5. Write the letter that comes after J: __________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 3 hours l5 minutes from now?  _________________________________

7. 

 

8.  Make your own number pattern: ________     ________     _________     ________     ________

9.  Draw a picture of something in the classroom which has parallel lines:

10.  How many groups of three monsters are there in this picture? _________

2 groups of 4 papers = ________
________ x ________ = ________

Make your own to match:

a an the
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the childrun saw the bear scratching his back on the tre by the rivur 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write one verb you would do in your bed:  _____________

3. Read this sentence. Write if it is past, present or future tense: Emma will be going to 

 grandma’s beach house.  _______________________________________________________

4.  What is the nearest meaning to the word letter: ______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 a) to send a message to someone   b) in the backyard to keep you cool in summer

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many minutes between two thirty in the afternoon and 3:30pm?  _________________

7. 1 0 +  3 = ________   13 -  3 = ________   1 3 -  1 0 = ________   3 +  1 0 = ________                              

8.  Starting at the parallel lines, move left 2 places and up l place.  

 What is this shape? ______________________________________

9.  Match the shape with the word: 

 

10.  If Lily brushes her teeth once every day, how many times will she brush her teeth in 

 December?   ____________________________________________________________________  

e r e n ‘ t o u m
a z e k l w p r e s e n t z x s

wp

CircleHexagon Oval
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Term 3 - Week 3 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 birds can be many colours such as green blue red and even raindow coloured    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write the adjective in this sentence: 

 When I looked up to the  _____________________________________ sky, it was raining.

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Join these two smaller words to make a compound word: 

    light  +  house  =   ____________________________________________________________

4.  What are you going to be when you grow up? _______________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet. Write the  

 missing consonants in this day of the week:      ____ e ____  ____ e ____  ____ a ____

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 3 hours 45 minutes from now?  ________________________________

7. Spell this ordinal number 5th:  _____________________________________________________

8. What is the chance that your PE teacher will be sitting in a tree today? _________________

9.  a) How many corners does this shape have?                        ___________________________  

 b) Draw a picture of a shape with 6 faces: 

 

 

 

10.  20 erasers were given to the class. l eraser had to be shared between 2 students.  

 How many students were there in the class?  ________________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 my grandma lives in melbourne im visiting her next skewl holidays in decembar  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Write the word that is spelled correctly:    thre  /  sisx  /  meal    ____________________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  Write the contraction for the underlined  

 word in the sentence: It will be fine on Sunday.  ___________________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Which word is a synonym to brave? 

    bold  /  poor   _________________________________________________________________

5. Write the correct ending:  The monster  ____________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

               a) smelled nice.        b) was scary and frightened the children.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 4 hours ago? __________________

7. Write the number shown on the abacus: 

 ____________________________________ 

 

 8.  Which strategy does this belong to:  

 doubles, rainbow facts or near doubles? 

  ___________________________________

9.  Using your ruler, measure the length of your desk:  __________________________________

10.  l6 goldfish shared among four fish tanks =  

 ________________________ fish altogether. 

 Draw a picture to help you. 

 __________  +  __________

1 8
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 jack was a farmer who grew potatos beans and pumkin   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).  

 Write the pronoun in this sentence: His car was red.  _______________________________

3. Write words from the box that rhyme with knee:  _____________________________________  

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the word that is the opposite to deep: 

    health  /  shallow   ___________________________________________________________

5. Change bl to s in the word blink: __________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  

 How many minutes between eleven eighteen in the morning and l2:l8 pm?  ____________

7. Can this picture be equally cut in half? 

 __________________________________ 

  

8.  How many apples were eaten on Monday? _________________________________________  

 What was the most popular lunchbox item that week?  ________________________________  

 

 

9.  Which object has a larger mass?  

 ______________________________

10.  There are 60 cups to be washed but only 20 would fit in the dishwasher at a time.  

 How many times was the dishwasher used?  ________________________________________

  free    candles    sea    honey    bee    me   mouse    fine    key

2 F’s Lunchbox Survey
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8 apples 14  Sandwiches 7 salad wraps 15 muffins 18 yogurts

BA
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the vase was old and had a crak a chip a scrach and a mark on it 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverb is a word which modifies or adds meaning to a verb, adjective or adverb by  

 telling how, when, why or where a thing is done. Write two adverbs: 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its   

 meaning. Place er on the end of help and write this new word into a sentence:  _________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the correct homophone in this sentence:  

 Dad had to ________________ ( break  /  brake ) really hard before we hit the gutter.

5. Write one animal that starts with the letter R:  ________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 4 hours 30 minutes ago? ________________________________________

7. How much money is shown? _______________ 

8.  Write the next four numbers:     373   ________     ________     _________     _________

9.  Which item has the larger capacity, the bath tub or the jug? __________________________  

10.  Challenge! The air traffic controllers had three hundred and seventy-seven planes in the air.   

 By lunchtime two hundred and thirty-one had landed.  

 How many planes were still in the air? ______________________________________________  

or
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 theyre were seventen lamps for sale at the markets ate had huge yellow shades   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write the correct preposition  

 into this sentence: My hat blew  ________________________  ( off  /  behind ) my head.

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its  

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning: 

 To loosen:   unfasten  /  fasten  /  misfasten   ____________________________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  pen. was in the pink pig The  

 smelly dirty  ___________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of things you might need to go camping:   _______________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 l9 months = ____________ year ____________ months

7. Use your calculator to write the symbols used:    20     2     22 

 20 apples on the ground and 2 more fell. How many altogether on the ground? __________

8.  Who is sitting in the front right row? ________________________

9.  Has this letter been flipped, slid or turned?           ____________

10.  The bakery sold 673 loaves of bread in July and 206 in August.  

 How many loaves of bread were sold in total? ________________

Tia

Emma

Jasper

Tina

Billy

Jed

Oliver

Kate

FRONT

BACK

L
E

F
T

R
IG

H
T
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Term 3 - Week 4 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 quickely come here penny called grandpa  _____________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things.  

 What am I?     You wear me around the waist.     I am usually made of leather.   

 I keep your pants and skirts up. ________________________________________________

3.  Plurals are words that mean more than one. How do you spell more than one?    

 keys  /  keeys    ________________________________________________________________

4. There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write the word that fits ( a, an or the ): 

 Maria eats  _______________________________________ banana for her morning tea.

5. Write the capital letter for  l:  _______________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 5 hours ago? ___________________________________________________

7. Write the number of fish beside each bowl, then write if it is an even or odd number: 

 

8.  Using the words likely and unlikely to answer these questions: 

 That it will rain today:  ___________________________________________________________ 

 That your principal will be wearing their swimmers to parade on Friday: ________________ 

 That you will have two lunch breaks to play today: __________________________________

9.  Fill in the blank: The _____________________________ is smaller than my pencil case.

10.  The temperature in our house was 37 degrees. During the night it dropped by l0 degrees. 

  What was the temperature? _____________________________________________________
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 darren luved to do all sorts of exercise such as runing jumpping and even skiping      

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write one verb a cat may do:  ________________________

3. Write the future tense of the word write:     I will be wrote  /  I will be writing           

  ________________________________________________________________________________            

4. Write the nearest meaning to the word butter: _______________________________________  

                                  a) made from cows          b) used for fun

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time a quarter of an hour from now?  ________________________________

7. Draw equal groups of fish for Sheldon shark to eat:    

                             

8.  Draw the missing candles on the birthday cake if Jasper is turning l5:   

 Complete the number sentence:  _________  +  _________  =  1 5                                              

9.  Draw an example of parallel lines:

10.  The truck was loaded with 698 pumpkins but l32 fell off when the truck hit a ditch.   

 How many pumpkins arrived at the market that day?  _________________________________

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 1

m u s i c i a n r
e w h o o s h k l d o l p h i n

ya
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Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 harry hurt his leg in a game of cricket screamed mum  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adjectives to complete this question?   

 What does adjective mean?  Adjectives are d e s _____ _____ i b i n _____   words.

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Write the two pictures you see as a compound word: 

4.  What country do we live in?  ______________________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowels in these words:      t h ____ r ____        m ____ t h ____ r

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________   

 Write in words: 9:30 ____________________________    7:30 ____________________________

7. 1 2 +  9 = ________   2 1 -  1 2 = ________   2 1 -  9 = ________   9 +  1 2 = ________          

8.  2D were asked to find their favourite lunchtime activity. There were 30 children in 2D. 

 How many liked tiggy? ______________  What is the difference between the amount of  

 children playing on the monkey bars and the amount of children skipping? ______________  

                                            

9.  Draw or trace over the pentagon. Colour the pentagon red:

10.  How many arms are there on l0 seastars if each seastar has 5 arms? ______________ arms 

 +  =

2 D’s Favourite Lunchtime Activities
Tiggy Monkey Bars Ball Games Computers Skipping

8 4 9 7 2
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Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 for my birthday mum said my friends conner and jayden could sleep over   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Rearrange these words. The words in the box are spelled correctly to help you. 

                                                kesd __________      pmca __________     mdur  ___________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the correct contraction for these words:  do not   ______________________________

4.  Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a word from the box that is a  

 synonym for quick:                                                                                      _________________

5. Write the correct ending: The fireman   ____________________________________________  

      a) had his fingernails painted pink.   b) ran quickly to the burning building.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time three quarters of an hour from now?  ___________________________

7. Which animal is coming fourth? 

 _______________________________

8.  Write the missing number:   759     _______    76 1                                                               

9.  a) How many edges does this cylinder have? ____________ 

 b) Draw your own shape. How many edges,  

 corners and faces does this shape have? 

 ____________________________________

10.  Tabitha bought an iceblock for 25 cents and a banana for l0 cents.  

 How much did she spend?  _______________________________________________________

drum    desk    camp

harm    swiftly    below    listen    woman    weep
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 happy berthday to you the party sang very loudly   

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write one pronoun: ______________________________________________________________

3. Write the pairs of words that rhyme:   began / wrap    crawl / tall   __________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposite. Write the word from the box that is the opposite of day:  

                                                                                      ___________________________________

5. Put a line through or write the word for the picture that doesn’t belong:  ________________  

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many months in l season?  ___________________________________________________

7. Draw MAB blocks to match the number:  498 
                      

                     

8.  How many children in the classroom today?  ________________________________________  

 Would this amount of children fit into a car?  _________________________________________

9.  Write the missing month in the calendar rhyme:  ____________________________________

 

10.  The postman had 795 letters to deliver by the end of his working day but only 3l2 were 

 delivered. How many letters did not get delivered?  __________________________________  

Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 4

hard    night    noisy    rough    rich    right

sheep chair horse cow

 

30 days have September, April,                         and November.  All the rest have 3l except for 

February alone, which has 28 days clear but 29 days in each leap year.
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Term 3 - Week 5 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 beans rice pasta and noodles are all nice with sauce 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverb is a word which modifies or adds meaning to a verb, adjective or adverb by  

 telling how, when, why or where a thing is done. Write a sentence using the adverb: sadly 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its   

 meaning. Write -ed on the end of chomp: __________________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings or  

 spellings (e.g. right / write). Write two separate sentences to explain the homophones:  

 night:  __________________________________________________________________________  

 knight:  ________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the word that starts with the p sound:    yard  /  pet  /  empty 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l and a quarter hours from now?  _______________________________

7. Draw 3 cupcakes.  

 Draw a line through each, to cut them in half:                                                           

8.  Write the word that suits the sentence:  
 Rain will  _______________ ( always / sometimes / never ) come down from the sky.

9.  Which object has the smaller mass?                                                 ____________________

10.  There were 34l toy rockets in the rocket shop. The owner bought one hundred more.  

 How many rockets in the shop?_______________ rockets. 

BA
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Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 a kilogram of bananas for $2 mum couldnt believe her eyes      

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g. under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write the preposition: 

 Through the gate came the long lost dog.  ______________________________________

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its   

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the prefix that goes with think:    re  /  in  /  im 

  __________________________________________________________________________  think

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:   fly the The was bread. on 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Make a list of things you might take on holidays:  ___________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time l and a half hours ago? _________________________________________

7. How much money is shown?                                                                                 __________

8.   1 8 =  ________  +  ________             75 =  ________  +  ________

9.  Which will hold more? _______________________________

10.  Annelie wanted to buy a sharpener. Which letter best suits this purchase? ______________

 

BA

A B C
$20 $5 $2
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1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 be careful its slippary there       

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of nouns to complete this question?  

 Nouns are the names of _______________, places, animals or things.

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 If you have one witch, how do you spell two?   w  ____   ____   ____   ____   ____   ____

4.  Write the article that fits (a, an or the): _____ugly looking monster was in our story book.                                                                                       

5. Write the lower case letter for  K:  __________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Show this time on the clock face, a quarter to twelve:

7. Write the even numbers in this picture:       

 _____________________________ 

 _____________________________

8.  Who has 2 dogs?  ________________________________________________________________  

 Who has a pet with fins?  __________________________________________________________  

        Kim:                                        Arthur:                              Ava:               Ben: 

9. How many days in November?  ____________________________________________________

 

 

10.  A workman has to lay two lines of bricks with nine bricks in each line.   

 How many bricks will he lay altogether?  ____________________________________________  

Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 2

Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have September, April, June and November.  All the rest have 3l except for February 

alone, which has 28 days clear but 29 days in each leap year.

14 4
1 65 1 19 1 02

321421081 1 0
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Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 she read the road sign which said to slowe down in tha wet whether  ___________   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of verbs to complete this question?  

 Verbs are doin___ / action words.

3. Write do, does or did to complete each sentence correctly: 

 ______________ the sun rise in the East?      How ______________ your test go today?

4.  What is the nearest meaning to the word mother:  ___________________________________  

        a) loving, caring person that loves you       b) hangs from a tree and squeaks

5.              Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 hours ago?  __________________________________________________

7. Match the number to its name: 

8. Finish this pattern:    60   50   4 0  ________   ________   ________  _________

9. What would this letter look  

 like if you slide it to the left? 

 Draw the letter and your changes in the boxes:            

10. 50 coats were hanging on l0 racks. How many coats were there to a rack?  _____________

r e l e s s z c s
t a r e x y u n c o v e r e d x

ac

Three hundred and seventy-one
Seven hundred and twenty-eight
Two hundred and ninety-nine
Five hundred and thirty-four
Six hundred and sixty-seven

728 
534
667
37 1
299

s
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Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 meow meow meow the little kittin went as she sat on the couch 

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. 

 Write an adjective to match this picture: a ____________ clown

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Write the compound word for this picture: 

 ________________  +  ________________  =  ________________

4.  Writing Time! My favourite game is:  _____________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet. 

 Write the missing vowels in these words:    h ___ m ___ w ___ rk         b___c___ ___ s ___

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Write a quarter to five in digital form:

7. 1 3 +  14 = ________ 27 -  1 3 = ________   27 -  14 = ________   14 +  1 3 = ________

8. Write whether the (A) cup is: ________________________________ 

 a) on the right   b) on the left   c) in the middle 

9.  Which picture has parallel lines?                                        ____________________________          

10. Write a number story to match this multiplication sum:    2 x  3 

  _________________________________________________  

  _________________________________________________  

  _________________________________________________  

 Draw a picture to match the multiplication sum above:

Coins House

:
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Term 3 - Week 6 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 on monday i will turn fifteen years old the teenager said too his friend     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Match the letter in the box to the picture below: 

 

3.  Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 They’ll is the contraction for the words:  ____________________________________________

4. Think of a word and write a word that is similar:  _____________________________________

5. Which is the correct ending? The clown  ___________________________________________  

                           a) swam in the lake.     b) made people laugh.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 2 and a half hours ago?  ________________________________________

7. Write this ordinal number: eleventh  _______________________________________________

8. Draw something that won’t happen tonight (in box l):

 

 

 

9.  Draw a hexagon (in box 2):

10. Challenge! l2 shared among 4. What symbol do you use between the numbers?  

                1 2     4 =  3

a) mum
c) belt

b) girl
d) corn

___________ ______________________

Box l Box 2
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Term 3 - Week 7 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 when ethan warked in to his room he saw clothes his shews and toys all over the  

 floor he new his little brother had been there  ___________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write a sentence with one pronoun included: _______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

3. Write one word that rhymes with letter: _____________________________________________

4.  Antonyms are words that are opposites. Think of a word and write a word that is opposite.   

 Write both words:  ________________________________________________________________

5. Change b to c in the word brush. Write the new word: ________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 2 and three quarter hours from now? ___________________________

7. What number do the MAB blocks show?    __________________________________________  

 

 

8. 

 
 

9.  How many faces does this shape have?                      ________________________________

10. My answer is l00. I started with the number 50. What did I do? _________________________  

   858  
      14 0+ 

   57  
      1 3- 

   334  
      1 0 5+ 

   196  
       42- 
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Term 3 - Week 7 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 on monday she wore a red dress on tuesday a blue one on wednesday a brown  

 one and on thursday she wore pants  ___________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverb is a word which modifies or adds meaning to a verb, adjective or adverb by  

 telling how, when, why or where a thing is done. Write the adverb in this sentence: 

 You must sit quietly in a library.  _______________________________________________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning. Write -es on the end of boss:  ______________________________________________

4.  Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). Write the homophone for dear:    deer  /  high 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the correct ending: At the movies  ___________________________________________  

                     a) we ate popcorn.     b) a crocodile walked under my seat.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many minutes in three quarters of an hour?  ___________________________________

7. Which of these show quarters?                                              ___________________________

8.  How many triangular prisms does  

 Bryce have? ____________________ 

 Does Evan have a 2D or 3D shape?  

 ________________________________    Name the shape:  ______________________________    

9.  Using your ruler, measure the length of your homework book.  ________________________  

10. How many toes are there on 2 pairs of feet?  ________________________________________

Nora

Evan

Bryce

A B C
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Term 3 - Week 7 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 look at the tiger cubs mum called out too hunter  _______________________________        

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g. under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at).  

 Write the correct preposition into this sentence: 

 Mum planted the roses __________________________ ( over  /  after ) near the fence.

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its   

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning:  

 To not finish a task:  incomplete  /  completing  /  uncomplete   __________________

4.  Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  bought dinner Mum and I shop  

 and went to the tonight. for _____________________________________________________

5. Make a list of five children in your class:  ___________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

 Write them in alphabetical order: __________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 3 and a quarter hours from now?  ______________________________

7. How much money is shown?                                                                              ____________

8.  Finish this pattern:    876  878   880  ________     ________     ________    ________

9.  Which object has the larger mass? _______________________________

10.  Sunday and Monday had a combined temperature of 50 degrees. What was the temperature 

 on each day if the temperature was the same on each day?  __________________________

A B
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 goodbye have fun deb called two greg   

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write one noun you would find in the ocean:  ________________________________________

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 Add -s or -es to this word to make it plural potato:  ___________________________________

4.  There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella).  Write the article that fits (a, an or the): 

                           Can we have ____________________ ice-cream today?

5. Rearrange these words in alphabetical order:    sandwich  /  possible  /  sprinkle 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  

 2l months = ____________ year ____________ months

7. Use your calculator to find the symbols used:  3 1     3     34 

 3l oranges in the bowl and 3 more were placed in. How many altogether?  ______________

8.  Which cup is in the middle? _______________________________

9. There are _____________ blocks.               

10. Which picture shows the same amount of money as picture E?  ________________________

Term 3 - Week 7 - Day 4

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

A B C D E
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the therd munth of the yeer is martch    

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing / action words. Write the verb in this sentence: 

 I walked to the shop with my brother.  __________________________________________   

3. Write if this sentence is past, present or future tense: 

 Mum baked many cakes for the school fete:  ____________________________________

4. What is the nearest meaning to the word leaves:  ____________________________________  

            a) lives in the ocean     b) can be green and small insects eat them

5.               Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 3 and three quarter hours ago?  __________________________________

7. Write the number of lollies beside each jar, then write if it is an even or odd number: 

 

 

 

8.  Draw 6 marbles. Using red and blue make  

 it certain that a red marble will be chosen:

9. What day of the week is September 3rd?  _____________________ 

 What season is September?  ________________________________

10. Maddy’s cricket score was 465 runs, if she improved her score  

 by 35, what would be her new run score?  _____________________

Term 3 - Week 7 - Day 5

s m o t h e r c a
c t i o n r e k s o i l d q x z
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 olivia loved staying at her uncle petes howse because he had to beautiful big  

 fluffy cats  ______________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of  

 adjectives to complete this question?  

 Draw something that is smelly:

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell).  Write two words from this list to make a compound word:  

    snow    hard    man    night    ________________________________________________

4. Write the colours on the Australian flag: ____________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing vowels in these words:   q ___ ___ c k     s ___ ___ l    f l ___ p p ___ d

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 4 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Use numerals to write this number: one hundred and thirty-six  _____________________  

 Write this number in words: 1 29   __________________________________________________

8.  Which strategy does this belong to?   

 Doubles, rainbow facts or near doubles? ___________________

9. Draw what this shape would look like if  

 it was turned to the left:

10. Write a number story for 6 x 3: _____________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

 _______  +  _______

1 7
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day  2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 toot the horn sounded from the car beehind them     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly?  

 I ran through the house and  _________________________  ( broke / break ) the vase.

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words.  

 Write the contraction for these words: they are  ____________________________________

4. Which word is a synonym for flame:   loud  /  fire   _____________________________________

5. Write the correct ending: The racing car  __________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

                a) swung from the branch.      b) zoomed along the race track.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? ___________ 

 If the time is ll:l5pm, what will be the time eight and a half hours 

  later? ___________________Show this new time on the clock face. 

7. 1 5 +  9 = ________  24 -  1 5 = ________   24 -  9 = ________   9 +  1 5 = ________

8.  Which shape team earned an odd number of points? _____________________________ 

 Did the triangle team earn an odd or even number of points? _______________________ 

9. Draw a picture using parallel lines: 

 

10. Challenge! How many wheels are there on 7 tricycles?  _______________________________

20 9 6 14
Athletic’s Day
Number of points won for each house
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 linda wanted to become more healthy but wasnt sure what she shoold eat for a  

 snack __________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves). 

 Write the pronoun in this sentence: We all went to the movies together.  ____________

3. Write a word from the box that rhymes with mine:  ___________________________________  

4. Antonyms are words that are opposites. Write the opposite word to Mr: 

     Mrs  /  road   ___________________________________________________________________

5.  Change dr to fl in the word drop. Write the new word:  _______________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 4 and a half hours from now? __________________________________

7. Write the ordinal number for  

 each animal in the race:  

 Elephant _________________       

 Duck ____________________ 

 Bird _____________________      

 Dog ____________________

8.  Finish this pattern:      475   480   4 85   _________     _________     __________ 

9. A parallelogram has ________________ sides and ______________ corners

10. Thursday and Friday had a combined temperature of 30 degrees. What was the  

 temperature on each day if the temperature was the same on each day? _______________

Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 3

  candles    honey    bee    mouse    fine    clap    float
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the zoo had meny anemals to sea and watch such as crocodiles lizards berds and  

 wombatts ______________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Can you remember the meaning of adverbs to complete this question? 

 Adverbs are words that modify a ___________, adjective or adverb.

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its 

  meaning. Write –ing on the end of stay:  ___________________________________________

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 and spelling (e.g. right/write). My _________________________ ( eye / I ) colour is blue.

5.  ( Say the word ). Write on the line the beginning sound you hear. Rearrange these words in  

 alphabetical order:  ______________________________________________________________  

 

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Would it take hours, minutes or seconds to skip  

 from your school desk to the school toilets? ______________________

7. What number does the abacus show?  __________________________

8.  Looking at the picture, is the dragon standing  

 in front of or behind the castle? _____________

9. Draw a real world object that matches this shape:  (e.g. dice).

10. Each bed maker makes 8 beds a day. How many beds each day would be made by 5  
 bed makers?  ____________________________________________________________________

watch zebra engine

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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Term 3 - Week 8 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 ryan new hed get a good mark on his spelling test  _____________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g. under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write the preposition: 

  The cat jumped onto the kitchen bench.  _______________________________________

3. Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning:    

 Not sure on an idea:  not certain / uncertain / miscertain  _________________________

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  branch A off fell the tree swung  

 from as the monkey it.  _________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Make a list of things you would need to make a vegemite sandwich:  __________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time 5 hours from now?  ___________________________________________

7. Cut this shape into quarters by drawing 2 lines:

8.  What is the chance the sky will be purple tomorrow? _________________________________

9. Fill in the blank:  The  _____________________________________ is wider than my desk.

10. Write which picture shows less money than D: _______________________________________

A B C D E
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10 8

7 9

6 11

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 mum screamed youve broken the lamp  ________________________________________      

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 What noun does this picture show?   door /  bread  / ship   _______ 

3. Plurals are words that mean more than one.  

 To make this word plural you don’t add s or es. How is this word spelled?  

 one woman = many  ___________________________________________________________

4. There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write the word that fits (a, an or the): 

 She is reading  _______________________________________________  book to her sister.

5.  Write the letter that comes before  J: ________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 6 hours ago? ___________________________________________________

7. How much money is shown?                                             ______________________________  

8.  Which strategy does this belong to?              

 Doubles, rainbow facts or near doubles: ___________________

9. Which object has the smaller mass?  

 _________________________________

 

 

10. Complete this magic square so each row,  

 column and diagonal adds to 20:

Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 1

 _______  +  _______

1 0

BA
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Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 her parents room was the last one downe the hall on the wright    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. What verb does this picture show?   bending  /  crying  /  flipping    ___________________

3. Write the past tense of the word swim:   swam  /  swimming   ______________________

4. What is the nearest meaning to the word book: ______________________________________  

              a) enjoyable to read, has pictures     b) helps you to eat soup

5.               Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Write in words:   l0:l5 __________________________      3:00 ___________________________

7. Use your calculator to find the correct answer. Write your answer as a number sentence: 

 3l9 cars in the car park and 42 more cars arrived. How many cars in the car park? 

  ________________________________________________________________________________

8.  Name one month with an even number of birthdays:  _________________________________  

 Which month is your birthday?  ____________________________________________________

 

9.  Which has the smaller volume? ___________________

10. Callum has these coins in his pocket: 20c, $l, l0c, l0c, 5c.  

 How much did he have in total?  ___________________________________________________

c o m m o n e c c
a r e l e s s z w t e a c h e r s

p

Class Birthdays
January February March April May June

July August September October November December

A B
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Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 he new hed knead to take his thick woollen socks on camp   ____________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. 

 Write an adjective then draw a picture to show 

 a __________________________________ baby.

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Which word is a compound word that you would find at the movies? 

 pop   seat   car   corn    ________________________________________________________

4. Writing Time! My favourite book is:  ______________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet.  

 Write the missing consonants in these numbers:      

                          o ___ e             e ___ e ___ e ___             ___ i ___ e      

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What was the time 8 hours ago? ___________________________________________________  

7. Write down the odd numbers in this picture: 

 _______________________________________ 

8.  Finish this pattern:    350  360  370   _______     _______     ________     ________ 

 Write the pattern rule used here:  ___________________________________________________

9.  Say the calendar rhyme 5 times: 

10. 440 children were in a pool and  

 half climbed out. How many children are left in the pool?  _____________________________

1 50 76 134 32
7109681273

Calendar Rhyme   

30 days have September, April, June and November.  All 

the rest have 3l except for February alone, which has 28 

days clear but 29 days in each leap year.
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Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 4

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 it can be vary cold in tasmania and victoria   ___________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which word is spelled correctly from this list?  wiggle /  godo  /  flwoer   _____________

3. Contractions are shortened forms of two words. Write the contraction for the underlined  

 word in the sentence: It is not fair that Broncos lost on Friday night.  ______________

4. Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. Write a word from the box that is a  

 synonym for lady:                                                                                        _________________

5.  Write the correct ending:   The mouse  _____________________________________________  

                                       a) ate the cheese.        b) went fishing.

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many minutes are in a quarter of an hour? _____________________________________

7. Join the pig to the correct food trough: 

 

8.  Looking at the picture, is the tree on the  

 left or the right of the tractor? ________________

9.  Draw what this shape would look like if flipped: 

10. Which picture includes 2 x $l00 notes? _______________

narrow    dinner    woman    happy    harm    below

69 109

67+42 33+55

A EB C D

88

19+50
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Term 3 - Week 9 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 she packed a towel a hat bathers and her sonscreen redy four a dau at the pool     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun (e.g. her, him, it, themselves).  

 Write one pronoun: ______________________________________________________________

3. Write the pair of words that rhyme:  spread / spun    skate / plate   _________________

4. Antonyms are words that are opposite. Find the word in the box that is the opposite  

 of wide:                                                                                      _________________________

5.  Change s to f in the word sling. Write the new word:  _________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now? __________________________________  

 What was the time l0 hours ago? __________________________________________________   

7. 1 3 +  1 6 = _______  29 -  1 3 = _______    29 -  1 6 = _______   1 6 +  1 3 = _______ 

8.  Using the words likely and unlikely answer these questions: 

 You will go on an excursion today:  _________________________________________________  

 Your teacher will have a baby:  ____________________________________________________  

 Your principal will arrive to school on a broomstick:  __________________________________

9.  Draw an example of parallel lines: 

 

 

 

 

10. There were 50 rulers and l0 were in each box. How many boxes were needed?  _________

long    found    narrow    hard    noisy    rough
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 1

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 she made a fruit salad out of a peach aple kiwi-fruit and a orange   ____________      

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. An adverb is a word which modifies or adds meaning to a verb, adjective or adverb  

 by telling how, when, why or where a thing is done. Write the adverb/s in this sentence:  

 Dad lazily watched us playing games upstairs on a rainy afternoon.  ___________

3. A suffix is a letter or group of letters placed after or at the end of a word to change its  

 meaning. Write -s on the end of ship: ______________________________________________

4. Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings  

 or spellings (e.g. right / write). Write a sentence to explain the homophones:   

 been:  __________________________________________________________________________    

 bean:  __________________________________________________________________________

5. Write one animal that starts with the letter W:  _______________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time ll hours from now? ____________________________________________

7. Write these ordinal numbers the short way: fourteenth ______  third ______  second ______ 

8.  Draw the missing candles on the birthday cake if Trina is turning l7.   

 Complete the number sentence: _________  +  _________   =   1 7

9.  Draw l hexagon,  

 2 ovals and l rhombus: 

10. Challenge! My money box holds $3.00. I have even numbers of $0.50 and $0.l0 coins.   

 How many of each coin are in my money box?  ______________________________________
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 2

1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 if the earth is round why dont we fall off barb askeds the science teacher   ______  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. A preposition is a word used before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to  

 some other word in the sentence; it is used to make a phrase (e.g under the box, in  

 the box, on the box, by, up, down, near, through, over, at). Write the correct preposition  

 into this sentence: Our dog has to stay  _________________ ( on / between ) the grass.  

3. A prefix is a letter or group of letters placed before or in front of a word to change its   

 meaning (e.g. un, re, mis). Write the word that has the prefix that matches the meaning: 

 To not be straight:  miseven / undereven / uneven   _____________________________

4. Rearrange these words to make a proper sentence:  her puppy Molly brought show  

 and tell. to school for  ____________________________________________________________  

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

5.  Make a list of things you would need to make a banana smoothie:  ____________________  

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 How many minutes between 9:00am and ten o’clock in the morning?  _________________

7. Draw MAB blocks to match the number:      8 12

8.  How many blue flowers? __________________________ 

 Which flower colour is the least popular? ____________

9.  Circle what 3D shape this die makes:                              sphere /  cube  / cylinder

10. 20 horses were grouped into 2 stables. How many horses in each stable?  ______________

Flowers in Eileen’s Garden
Red Blue Yellow Orange Pink

6 7 4 2 3
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 3

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 mike shouted its too heavy im going to drop it   _________________________________     

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Nouns are the names of people, places, animals or things. 

 Write one noun that a computer would have:  _______________________________________

3. Write this or that into the sentence to make it correct:  

  __________________________________________________________ is a book in my hand. 

4. There are three articles: the, a and an. The, is a definite article (e.g. give me the cup).  

 A, is an indefinite article (e.g. give me a cup. This would be any cup). An, is the article  

 to use before a vowel (e.g. an umbrella). Write the article that fits (a, an or the): 

 Tomorrow he is buying  _______________________ umbrella for his sister’s birthday.

5.  Write the letter that comes after Q:   ________________________________________________

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l3 hours from now (am/pm)?  ___________________________________

7. Draw a line to cut this picture in half: 

8.  Finish this pattern:   533  536  539      ________      ________     ________     ________ 

 Write the pattern rule:  ____________________________________________________________

9.  Using your eraser, measure the length of your homework book:  _______________________

10. Sixty-six students were on the bus. There were 60 seats.  

 How many people didn’t have a seat? ________________
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1. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 come over too my howse murray to play with my lateist board games trevor  

 excitedly screemed to murray  _________________________________________________      

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Verbs are doing words. Write one verb you would do during maths:   _________________

 3. Write do, does or did on the line to make the sentence correct:  

  _______________________________________________ you want fish for dinner tonight?

4. Write the nearest meaning to the word socks:  _______________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

                   a) shines in the sky at night      b) wear these on your feet

5.               Write the words you find in this word worm:  __________________________________  

                                                                                            __________________________________  

   

 

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 Would it take hours, minutes or seconds to brush your hair and put your school clothes on  

 in the morning?  _________________________________________________________________

7. How much money is shown?                        = ___________________ 

                                                                       = ___________________

 

8.  Looking at the picture, are the clouds above or below the castle?  _____________________

9.  Which object has a larger mass?                                              _________________________

10. Jonathon had 50 apples. Thirty children all took one apple each and ten children took two 

 apples each. How many apples did Jonathon have left over? __________________________      

Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 4

c h o i c e c e c
h z e n j o y w w c h e e r x q s

pa

BA
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Term 3 - Week 10 - Day 5

1. Rewrite this sentence/s with the correct punctuation and spelling: 

 the drove their car into the carport and couldnt see gizmo their dog they noticed  

 the gate open so he must have escaped   _______________________________________    

  ________________________________________________________________________________  

  ________________________________________________________________________________

2. Adjectives are describing words. Write an adjective in this sentence: 

 My  ________________________________ family bought me presents for my birthday. 

3. Compound words are two or more words joined together to form a new word  

 (e.g. seashell). Join these smaller words to make a compound word: 

 birth + day =  __________________________________________________________________

4. My favourite song is:  _____________________________________________________________

5. Vowels are A E I O U.  Consonants are all the other letters of the alphabet. Write the  

 missing vowels in these months of the year:       J ___ n ___ ___ r y         ___ ___ g ___ s t

6. What time does the teacher’s clock show right now?  _________________________________  

 What will be the time l5 hours from now? ___________________________________________

7. Use your calculator and write the symbols used:   4 25     139     564 
 425 cats were in the cattery on Friday. On Saturday l39 more arrived.  

 How many altogether?  ___________________________________________________________

8.  Write the word that suits the sentence: 

 I will ________________ always  /  sometimes  /  never ) have takeaway for dinner.

9.  Which holds the least amount?                                                 _________________________

10. Mr Wiseman read 232 pages of his book on Tuesday, l64 pages on Thursday and l02  

 pages ________________ on Sunday. How many pages of his book did he read altogether?

BA
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Answers

Week 1 - Day 1
1. “Get out William!” snapped Bella.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. mud, glue, water
3. ballroom
4. various answers, adult to check
5. green, blue, pink
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. 1+13 =14 candles
9. B
10. 33 degrees
Week 1 - Day 2
1. Her whole family was going to her 

cousin’s wedding on Sunday.
2. seven
3. can not 
4. dinner
5. B
6. adult to direct, 

7. $1.25
8.  20 - even, rectangle
9. 5 blocks
10. 599 stamps
Week 1 - Day 3
1. You can cook eggs in many ways, 

including fried, boiled and scrambled.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. her, us
3. began/tan
4. hard
5. would 
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 42 + 13 = 55
8. 507, 508, 509
9. Monday
10. 30 bricks
Week 1 - Day 4
1. People can have blue, brown, grey or 

green eyes.
2. adverb
3. various answers e.g. passes - If the 

runner passes all the kids, he will win the 
race.

4. various answers e.g.  
hair: The hair on my head is blonde. 
hare: The hare (an animal) was very fast 
moving.

5. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. garden

6. adult to direct, 1yr 11months
7. 8 - even, 9 - odd
8. left
9. 

10. 9 wheels
Week 1 - Day 5
1. With great speed she ran out of the 

classroom, across the oval and out the 
gate. 

2. around
3. impolite
4. The hole in the ground was small.
5. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. bread, milk, fruit
6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. 6 + 6 = 12,  6 + 5 = 11,  various answers 
e.g. double: 7+7, near double: 8+7 

8. various answers, adult to check
9. B
10. 15 dreams, fifteen
Week 2 - Day 1
1. That’s awesome!
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. cord, numbers
3. were
4. a
5. L
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 13 + 4 = 17, 17 - 13 = 4,  

17 - 4 = 13, 4 + 13 = 17
8. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. 7 + 2 = 9
9. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. mirrors 
10. 371 boxes
Week 2 - Day 2
1. The teachers’ staffroom was always neat 

because there were no childrens' toys 
lying around.

2. nap
3. did
4. A
5. various answers e.g. hook, stairs, quiet, 

shook, upstairs
6. adult to direct, ten o’clock, eight o’clock 
7. $2.00
8. Monday, Thursday, Friday / Tuesday, 

Wednesday
9. triangle
10. 32
Week 2 - Day 3
1. “You are wonderful students,” the teacher 

said with a huge smile.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. fat, crawling
3. eggshell
4. various answers, adult to check
5. house, sand, know
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 478
8. 5, 10, 15
9. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. the cupboard
10. 4
Week 2 - Day 4
1. Could I help you carry those four bags?
2. school
3. wouldn’t 
4. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. words will be similar to each other 
happy/glad

5. A
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. A & B
8. 483
9. A
10. yes, 2 worms each
Week 2 - Day 5
1. The cat quickly raced through the door. 

She wanted to come in from the rain to 
get warm.

2. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. She was playing the violin.

3. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. boat, goat

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. words will be opposite black/white

5. sheep
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. rhino
8. adult to check
9. A
10. 4 horses
Week 3 - Day 1
1. Chickens are birds, but don’t fly much, 

and emus can’t fly at all. 
2. quickly
3. dropping
4. hare
5. train/1, baby/2, bulldozer/3 - baby, 

bulldozer, train
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 38 + 14 = 52, 52 birds
8. 697 + 102 = 799
9. adult to check
10. 7 milk bottles
Week 3 - Day 2
1. Hey you! 
2. down
3. uncover
4. Mason used the white paper to write a 

note.
5. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. bait, rod, sunscreen
6. adult to direct, 6 hours and 15 minutes or 

6 and one quarter hours 
7. 13, 69, 97
8. 13 birthdays, various answers
9. 

10. $2, $1.50 
Week 3 - Day 3
1. “In June, I’m going to get a new bike,” 

replied Charlie.
2. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. lion, clown, juggler
3. have
4. a/the plane, an elephant, a/the shop 
5. K
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7.  2 groups of 4 papers = 8, 2 x 4 = 8, adult 

to check 
8. various answers, adult to check e.g. 5, 

10, 15, 20 - counting forwards in 5’s
9. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. window, whiteboard
10. 6 groups
Week 3 - Day 4
1. The children saw the bear scratching his 

back on the tree by the river. 
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. jumping, sleeping, snoring 
3. future
4. A
5. various answers e.g. weren’t, were, to, 

maze, present, sent
6. adult to direct, 60 min
7. 13, 10, 3, 13
8. triangle
9.  oval              , circle      , hexagon
10. 31 days
Week 3 - Day 5
1. Birds can be many colours, such as 

green, blue, red and even rainbow 
coloured.
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Answers

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. blue, stormy 

3. lighthouse
4. various answers, adult to discuss
5. Wednesday
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. fifth
8. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. impossible, unlikely
9. 0 corners, various answers e.g 
10. 40 children
Week 4 - Day 1
1. My grandma lives in Melbourne. I’m 

visiting her next school holidays in 
December.

2. meal 
3. it’ll
4. bold
5. B
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 789
8. doubles
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 4 fish
Week 4 - Day 2
1. Jack was a farmer who grew potatoes, 

beans and pumpkin.
2. his
3. free, sea, bee, me, key
4. shallow
5. sink
6. adult to direct, 60 min
7. yes

8. 8 apples, yogurts
9. A
10. 3 times
Week 4 - Day 3
1. The vase was old and had a crack, a 

chip, a scratch and a mark on it.
2. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. soon, slowly, shortly
3. helper, various answers e.g. The helper 

came to serve people at the tuckshop.
4. brake
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. rabbit
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $1.80
8. 374, 375, 376, 377
9. bathtub
10. 146 planes
Week 4 - Day 4
1. There were seventeen lamps for sale 

at the markets. Eight had huge yellow 
shades.

2. off
3. unfasten
4. The pink pig was in the smelly dirty pen.
5. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. tent, sleeping bags, tent pegs
6. adult to direct, 1 year 7 months
7. 20 + 2 = 22, 22 apples
8. Tia
9. flipped
10. 879 loaves of bread

Week 4 - Day 5
1. “Quickly! Come here Penny!” called 

grandpa.
2. a belt
3. keys
4. a/the
5. L
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 15/odd, 8/even
8. various answers, adult to check
9. various answers, adult to check e.g. fly
10. 27 degrees
Week 5 - Day 1
1. Darren loved to do all sorts of exercise 

such as running, jumping and even 
skipping.

2. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. prowl, pounce, purr

3. will be writing
4. A
5. various answers e.g. music, musician, 

whoosh, dolphin, who
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 2 fish drawn on 2nd shark, 3 fish drawn 

on 3rd shark
8. 13 + 2 = 15
9. 
10. 566 pumpkins
Week 5 - Day 2
1. “Harry hurt his leg in a game of cricket!” 

screamed mum.
2. describing words
3. bedtime
4. depending where you are, various 

answers, adult to check e.g. Australia
5. there, mother
6. adult to direct, nine thirty, seven thirty
7. 12 + 9 = 21, 21 - 12 = 9, 
 21 - 9 =12, 9 + 12 = 21
8. 8 tiggy, 2
9. 

10. 50 arms
Week 5 - Day 3
1. For my birthday, mum said my friends 

Connor and Jayden could sleep over.
2. kesd - desk, pmca - camp, mdur - drum
3. don't
4. swiftly
5. B
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. crocodile
8. 759, 760, 761
9. a) 2  b) adult to check
10. 35 cents
Week 5 - Day 4
1. “Happy birthday to you,” the party sang 

very loudly.
2. various answers, adult to check e.g. It 

was my turn to wash the bottles out.
3. crawl / tall
4. night
5. chair
6. adult to direct, 3 months
7. 

8. various answers for both, adult to check
9. June
10. 483 letters

Week 5 - Day 5
1. Beans, rice, pasta and noodles are all 

nice with sauce.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. I came last in the race sadly, but I did 
try my best.

3. chomped
4. various answers e.g.  

night: It was a cold night.
 knight: The knight wore his armour ready 

for battle.
5. pet
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. always (it doesn’t come from anywhere 
else).

9. A
10. 441 rockets
Week 6 - Day 1
1. A kilogram of bananas for $2! Mum 

couldn’t believe her eyes.
2. through
3. rethink
4. The fly was on the bread.
5. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. sunscreen, suitcase, towel
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $1.65
8. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. 18 = 9 + 9, 75 = 70 + 5
9. A
10. C
Week 6 - Day 2
1. Be careful! It’s slippery there!
2. people
3. witches
4. an
5. k
6. adult to direct

7. 144, 110, 108, 142, 102, 32
8. Arthur, Kim
9. 30 days
10. 18 bricks
Week 6 - Day 3
1. She read the road sign which said to slow 

down in the wet weather.
2. doing words
3. Does, did
4. A
5. various answers e.g. careless, star, stare, 

cover, covered, red, over, less, car
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 728 - Seven hundred and twenty-eight,  

534 - Five hundred and thirty-four,  
667 - Six hundred and sixty-seven, 
371 - Three hundred and seventy-one, 
299 - Two hundred and ninety-nine

8. 30, 20, 10, 0
9. 

10. 5 coats
Week 6 - Day 4
1. “Meow, meow, meow,” the little kitten went 

as she sat on the couch.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. juggling
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3. hotdog
4. various answers, adult to check
5. homework, because
6. adult to direct, 4:45
7. 13 + 14 = 27, 27 - 13 = 14,  

27 - 14 = 13, 14 + 13 = 27
8. B
9. the house
10. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. Two children had 3 strawberries 
each. How many strawberries did they 
have altogether? 

Week 6 - Day 5
1. “On Monday, I will turn fifteen years old,” 

the teenager said to his friend.
2. belt, corn, girl
3. they will
4. various answers e.g. table/desk
5. B
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 11th
8. Box 1: various answers, adult to check
9. Box 2: 

10. ÷
Week 7 - Day 1
1. When Ethan walked in to his room he saw 

clothes, his shoes and toys all over the 
floor. He knew his little brother had been 
there.

2. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. It was my turn to bat.

3. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. better

4. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. words will be opposite - night/day

5. crush
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 510
8. 858 + 140 = 998, 334 + 105 = 439, 

57 - 13 = 44, 196 - 42 = 154
9. 6 faces
10. doubled 50
Week 7 - Day 2
1. On Monday she wore a red dress, on 

Tuesday a blue one, on Wednesday a 
brown one and on Thursday, she wore 
pants.

2. quietly
3. bosses
4. deer
5. A
6. adult to direct, 45 min
7. A
8. 9, 3D, cylinder
9. various answers, adult to check
10. 20 toes
Week 7 - Day 3
1. “Look at the tiger cubs,” mum called out 

to Hunter.
2. over
3. incomplete
4. Mum and I went to the shop and bought 

dinner for tonight.
5. various answers, adult to check
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $1.10
8. 882, 884, 886, 888
9. B
10. 25 degrees

Week 7 - Day 4
1. “Goodbye, have fun!” Deb called to Greg.
2. various answers, adult to check
  e.g. sand, fish, rocks
3. potatoes
4. an
5. possible, sandwich, sprinkle
6. adult to direct, 1 year  9 months
7. 31 + 3 = 34, 34 oranges
8. B
9. 7 blocks
10. 50 cents - the answer is C
Week 7 - Day 5
1. The third month of the year is March.
2. walked
3. past
4. B
5. various answers e.g. mother, action, soil, 

other, on, oil
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 10 - even, 13 - odd
8. adult to check, more reds will be coloured 

than any other colour
9. Tuesday, Spring
10. 500 new run score
Week 8 - Day 1
1. Olivia loved staying at her Uncle Pete’s 

house because he had two beautiful big 
fluffy cats.

2. various answers, adult to check e.g. feet
3. snowman
4. red, white, blue
5. various answers e.g. quick, quack / soil, 

seal, soul, sail / flapped, flopped, flipped
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 136, one hundred and twenty-nine
8. near doubles
9. various answers e.g.

10. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. At the carpark there were 3 rows of 6 
cars. How many cars altogether? 

Week 8 - Day 2
1. “Toot!” the horn sounded from the car 

behind them.
2. broke
3. they’re
4. fire
5. B
6. adult to direct,  7:45am

7. 15 + 9 = 24, 24 - 15 = 9,  
24 - 9 = 15, 9 + 15 = 24

8. square, even
9. various answers, adult to check  

e.g.

10. 21 wheels
Week 8 - Day 3
1. Linda wanted to become more healthy 

but wasn’t sure what she should eat for a 
snack.

2. we
3. fine
4. Mrs
5. flop
6. adult to direct, adult to check

7. Elephant: 4th/fourth, Duck: 1st/first, Bird: 
5th/fifth, Dog: 3rd/third (the other is a fox)

8. 490, 495, 500
9. 4 sides, 4 corners
10. 15 degrees
Week 8 - Day 4
1. The zoo had many animals to see and 

watch, such as crocodiles, lizards, birds 
and wombats.

2. verb
3. staying
4. eye
5. w, z, e - engine, watch, zebra
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 894
8. in front
9. various answers, adult to check 

e.g. brick
10. 40 beds
Week 8 - Day 5
1. Ryan knew he’d get a good mark on his 

spelling test.
2. onto
3. uncertain
4. A branch fell off the tree as the monkey 

swung from it.
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. bread, butter, vegemite
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. various answers, adult to discuss
9. various answers, adult to check
10. A = 40 cents
Week 9 - Day 1
1. Mum screamed, “You’ve broken the 

lamp!”
2. bread
3. women
4. a/the
5. I
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. $2.00
8. double or rainbow fact
9. A
10. 

Week 9 - Day 2
1. Her parents’ room was the last one down 

the hall, on the right.
2. crying
3. swam
4. A
5. various answers e.g. common, careless, 

teacher/s, care, less, teach, each, her/s
6. adult to direct, a quarter past ten/ten 

fifteen, three o’clock
7. 319 + 42 = 361
8. various answers, adult to check e.g. July, 

various answers, adult to check
9. B
10. $1.45
Week 9 - Day 3
1. He knew he'd would need to take his 

thick woollen socks on camp.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. pretty, crawling
3. popcorn

10 2 8

4 7 9

6 11 3
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4. various answers, adult to check
5. one, eleven, five
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 3, 127, 109, 7
8. 380, 390, 400, 410 / forwards in 10’s
9. adult to check
10. 220 children
Week 9 - Day 4
1. It can be very cold in Tasmania and 

Victoria.
2. wiggle
3. It’s
4. woman
5. A
6. adult to direct, 15min
7. 19 + 50 = 69, 67 + 42 = 109, 33 + 55 = 88
8. left
9. various answers e.g.
10. B
Week 9 - Day 5
1. She packed a towel, a hat, bathers and 

her sunscreen ready for a day at the pool.
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. they, it, themselves
3. skate/plate
4. narrow
5. fling
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 13 + 16 = 29, 29 - 13 = 16,  

29 - 16 = 13,  16 + 13 = 29
8. various answers, adult to check
9. 
10. 5 boxes
Week 10 - Day 1
1. She made a fruit salad out of a peach, 

apple, kiwi-fruit and an orange.
2. lazily, upstairs
3. ships
4. various answers e.g.  

been: I have been to Sydney 3 times. 
bean: The bean on my plate is a 
vegetable I love to eat.

5. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. wombat

6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 14th, 3rd, 2nd
8. 14 + 3 = 17
9. 

10. Each coin (50 cents,10 cents) need to be 
equal in their amounts e.g. 4 x 50 cent 
pieces, 10 x 10 cents /  2 x 50 cent coins, 
20 x 10 cents 

Week 10 - Day 2
1. “If the Earth is round, why don’t we fall 

off?” Barb asked the science teacher.
2. on
3. uneven
4. Molly brought her puppy to school for 

show and tell.
5. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. bananas, milk, ice-cream
6. adult to direct, 60 min
7. 

8. 7, orange
9. cube
10. 10 horses in each stable

Week 10 - Day 3
1. Mike shouted, “It’s too heavy! I’m going to 

drop it!”
2. various answers, adult to check  

e.g. mouse, keys, computer bag
3. this
4. an
5. R
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 

8. 542, 545, 548, 551 / counting forwards in 
3’s

9. various answers, adult to check
10. 6 students
Week 10 - Day 4
1. “Come over to my house Murray, to play 

with my latest board games!” Trevor 
excitedly screamed to Murray.

2. various answers, adult to check 
e.g. write, count

3. do
4. B
5. various answers e.g. choice, enjoy, cheer, 

ice, zen, he, joy
6. adult to direct, minutes
7. $2, $52
8. above
9. B
10. no apples left

Week 10 - Day 5
1. They drove their car into the carport 

and couldn’t see Gizmo their dog. They 
noticed the gate open so he must have 
escaped.

2. various answers, adult to check  
e.g. loving, fabulous

3. birthday
4. various answers, adult to check
5. January, August
6. adult to direct, adult to check
7. 425 +139 = 564, 564 cats
8. various answers, adult to discuss
9. B
10. 498 pages

Answers
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